
READ FULL ARTICLE ON [DB:来源]  (http://astrobiology.com/2021/02/asteroid-dust-found-in-crater-closes-case-

of-dinosaur-extinction.html)

The crater left by the asteroid that wiped out the dinosaurs is located in the Yucatán Peninsula and is called

Chicxulub after a nearby town. Part of the crater is offshore and part of it is on land. The crater is buried

beneath many layers of rock and sediment. A 2016 mission led by the International Ocean Discovery Program

extracted rock cores from the offshore portion of the crater. CREDIT The University of Texas at Austin/Jackson

School of Geosciences/ Google Maps

Researchers believe they have closed the case of what killed the dinosaurs, definitively linking their extinction

with an asteroid that slammed into Earth 66 million years ago by finding a key piece of evidence: asteroid dust

inside the impact crater.

Death by asteroid rather than by a series of volcanic eruptions or some other global calamity has been the leading

hypothesis since the 1980s, when scientists found asteroid dust in the geologic layer that marks the extinction of



the dinosaurs. This discovery painted an apocalyptic picture of dust from the vaporized asteroid and rocks from

impact circling the planet, blocking out the sun and bringing about mass death through a dark, sustained global

winter – all before drifting back to Earth to form the layer enriched in asteroid material that’s visible today.

In the 1990s, the connection was strengthened with the discovery of a 125-mile-wide Chicxulub impact crater

beneath the Gulf of Mexico that is the same age as the rock layer. The new study seals the deal, researchers said,

by finding asteroid dust with a matching chemical fingerprint within that crater at the precise geological location

that marks the time of the extinction.

“The circle is now finally complete,” said Steven Goderis, a geochemistry professor at the Vrije Universiteit

Brussel, who led the study published in Science Advances on Feb. 24.

The study is the latest to come from a 2016 International Ocean Discovery Program mission co-led by The

University of Texas at Austin that collected nearly 3,000 feet of rock core from the crater buried under the

seafloor. Research from this mission has helped fill in gaps about the impact, the aftermath and the recovery of

life.

The telltale sign of asteroid dust is the element iridium – which is rare in the Earth’s crust, but present at elevated

levels in certain types of asteroids. An iridium spike in the geologic layer found all over the world is how the

asteroid hypothesis was born. In the new study, researchers found a similar spike in a section of rock pulled from

the crater. In the crater, the sediment layer deposited in the days to years after the strike is so thick that scientists

were able to precisely date the dust to a mere two decades after impact.

“We are now at the level of coincidence that geologically doesn’t happen without causation,” said co-author Sean

Gulick, a research professor at the UT Jackson School of Geosciences who co-led the 2016 expedition with

Joanna Morgan of Imperial College London. “It puts to bed any doubts that the iridium anomaly [in the geologic

layer] is not related to the Chicxulub crater.”

The dust is all that remains of the 7-mile-wide asteroid that slammed into the planet millions of years ago,

triggering the extinction of 75% of life on Earth, including all nonavian dinosaurs.

Researchers estimate that the dust kicked up by the impact circulated in the atmosphere for no more than a

couple of decades – which, Gulick points out, helps time how long extinction took.

“If you’re actually going to put a clock on extinction 66 million years ago, you could easily make an argument

that it all happened within a couple of decades, which is basically how long it takes for everything to starve to

death,” he said.

The highest concentrations of iridium were found within a 5-centimeter section of the rock core retrieved from

the top of the crater’s peak ring – a high-elevation point in the crater that formed when rocks rebounded then

collapsed from the force of impact.

The iridium analysis was carried out by labs in Austria, Belgium, Japan and the United States.

“We combined the results from four independent laboratories around the world to make sure we got this right,”

said Goderis.

In addition to iridium, the crater section showed elevated levels of other elements associated with asteroid

material. The concentration and composition of these “asteroid elements” resembled measurements taken from

the geologic layer at 52 sites around the world.

The core section and geologic layer also have earthbound elements in common, including sulfurous compounds.

A 2019 study found that sulfur-bearing rocks are missing from much of the rest of the core despite being present

in large volumes in the surrounding limestone. This indicates that the impact blew the original sulfur into the

atmosphere, where it may have made a bad situation worse by exacerbating global cooling and seeding acid rain.

Gulick and colleagues at the University of Texas Institute for Geophysics and Bureau of Economic Geology –

both units of the UT Jackson School – plan to return to the crater this summer to begin surveying sites at its

center, where they hope to plan a future drilling effort to recover more asteroid material.

Please follow Astrobiology on Twitter.

“It’s Now Or Never”: The Next Three Years Are Crucial To Preventing The Worst Impacts Of Climate

Change

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-193063-its-now-or-never-the-next-three-years-are-crucial-to-preventing-the-worst-

impacts-of-climate-change-2/)

"We are on a fast track to climate disaster," United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said.



“It’s Now Or Never”: The Next Three Years Are Crucial To Preventing The Worst Impacts Of Climate

Change

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-158393-its-now-or-never-the-next-three-years-are-crucial-to-preventing-the-worst-

impacts-of-climate-change/)

"We are on a fast track to climate disaster," United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said.

New ACT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander suicide prevention, intervention, postvention and

aftercare program

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-339375-new-act-aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-suicide-prevention-intervention-

postvention-and-aftercare-program/)

A new program to help reduce suicide, and the impacts of suicide, within the ACT’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

community will be delivered

Validation brings new predictive capability to global megafire smoke impacts

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-50240-validation-brings-new-predictive-capability-to-global-megafire-smoke-impacts/)

New research modeling smoke from two recent megafires sets the stage for better forecasting of how emissions from these

global-scale events will behave and impact temperatures. As huge wildfires become more common under climate change,

increased attention has focused on the intensity and duration of their emissions, which rival those of some volcano eruptions.



how to master tennis, learn a language or build a better AI

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-211296-how-to-master-tennis-learn-a-language-or-build-a-better-ai/)

Do you want to become a better tennis player? If you practice serving in the same spot repeatedly, you will master serving

exactly location, if conditions

‘Unreasonable’ risk | Brimbank & Northwest

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-182451-unreasonable-risk-brimbank-northwest/)

Tara Murray

Report highlights risk of climate-induced statelessness and loss of nationality in the Pacific

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-141835-report-highlights-risk-of-climate-induced-statelessness-and-loss-of-nationality-

in-the-pacific/)

Kiribati-born Tiibea Baure moved to Australia in 2008 as a nursing student with a plan for the future of her extended family.



Ottawa proposes a one-year timetable to return victims of climate disasters to normal life

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-139958-ottawa-proposes-a-one-year-timetable-to-return-victims-of-climate-disasters-to-

normal-life/)

St Mary's Road, which runs between Winnipeg and St Adolphe, Man., is closed due to the flooding of the Red River south of

Winnipeg on May 15. Dozens of

Sudden collapse of Antarctic ice shelf could be sign of things to come

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-117815-sudden-collapse-of-antarctic-ice-shelf-could-be-sign-of-things-to-come-2/)

A massive Antarctic ice shelf that covered an area about the size of New York City or Rome just collapsed into the ocean.

Scientists warn that while they do not expect significant impacts as a result of this event, melting ice in this historically stable

region may be a foreboding sign...

US Climate risks are rising – a scientist looks at the dangers her children will have to adapt to, from

wildfires to waterscarcity

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-69993-us-climate-risks-are-rising-a-scientist-looks-at-the-dangers-her-children-will-

have-to-adapt-to-from-wildfires-to-waterscarcity/)

The author’s 9-year-old son will likely face about four times as many extreme events in his lifetime as older adults today. An

international report explains the impacts already being felt.



Asteroids Like the One That Killed the Dinosaurs May Be More Common Than Thought: Study

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-53151-asteroids-like-the-one-that-killed-the-dinosaurs-may-be-more-common-than-

thought-study/)

Researchers set out to investigate the processes that lead to asteroid impacts like the deadly Chicxulub impact event 66 million

years ago.

Estimating heat wave frequency and strength: A Chicago case study

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-26356-estimating-heat-wave-frequency-and-strength-a-chicago-case-study/)

Urbanization and human-caused climate changes have led to increases in heat events around the world. For example, in July

2012, an extreme heat wave hit the Chicago area, causing temperatures to skyrocket to 40 degrees Celsius (104 degrees

Fahrenheit) and above. Chicago, like most cities, is affected by urban heat islands (UHIs), which occur when changes in land

cover create spaces that are warmer than their surrounding area. Satellite measurements can be used to inform models to

characterize the intensity of UHIs, yet satellite techniques have some limitations—expensive sensors and low temporal

resolution, among other drawbacks. But quantifying the intensity of UHIs could help public health officials and city planners

learn to mitigate the impacts of future heat waves.

Two extremes at the same time: Precipitation trends determine how often droughts and heat waves will

occur together

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-25819-two-extremes-at-the-same-time-precipitation-trends-determine-how-often-

droughts-and-heat-waves-will-occur-together/)

Prolonged droughts and heat waves have negative consequences both for people and the environment. If both of these extreme

events occur at the same time, the impacts, in the form of wild fires, tree mortality or crop losses—to name a few examples—

can be even more severe. Climate researchers at the Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research (UFZ) have now discovered

that, assuming a global temperature increase of two degrees in the course of global warming, the future frequency of these

simultaneously occurring extreme events is primarily determined by local precipitation trends. Understanding this is important,

since it enables us to improve our risk adaptation to climate change and our assessment of its consequences, as they write in the

journal Nature Climate Change.

An AnandTech Interview with Jim Keller: 'The Laziest Person at Tesla'

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-12591-an-anandtech-interview-with-jim-keller-the-laziest-person-at-tesla/)

An AnandTech Interview with Jim Keller: 'The Laziest Person at Tesla'

Mike D'Antoni Reemerges In Hornets' Head Coaching Search

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484179-mike-dantoni-reemerges-in-hornets-head-coaching-search/)

Mike D'Antoni has reemerged in the head coaching search of the Charlotte Hornets. There was... The post Mike D'Antoni

Reemerges In Hornets' Head Coaching Search appeared first on TrendRadars.

Flavored e-cigarettes are fueling a dangerous increase in vapinguse

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484177-flavored-e-cigarettes-are-fueling-a-dangerous-increase-in-vapinguse/)

E-cigarette usage among teens has surged. A tobacco control expert explains how flavors may be contributing. The post

Flavored e-cigarettes are fueling a dangerous increase in vapinguse appeared first on TrendRadars.

We should serve kids food in school, notshame

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484175-we-should-serve-kids-food-in-school-notshame/)

Students with unpaid meal debts have been experiencing some shaming policies at school. New rules are aimed at protecting

these children, but the real solution may lie in free meals for all. The post We should serve kids food in school, notshame appe

Westworld co-creator Lisa Joy teases season 4

(https://www.trendcdn.com/article-10287-westworld-co-creator-lisa-joy-teases-season-4/)

Westworld co-creator Lisa Joy teases season 4 James Marsden is also coming back to the show after getting killed in season 2

The post Westworld co-creator Lisa Joy teases season 4 appeared first on Trend.

Woman divides opinion after using £150 council tax rebate to stock her fridge full of beer for the J

(https://www.xuenou.com/article-40980-woman-divides-opinion-after-using-150-council-tax-rebate-to-stock-her-fridge-full-of-

beer-for-the-jubilee/)

A WOMAN has revealed that she has spent her £150 council tax rebate to stock her fridge full of beer – arguing that she should

be able to spend her money however she wants. Sharing the clip t…

Movies to Make You Interested Playing Gambling Games

(https://www.scienceradars.com/articles/movies-to-make-you-interested-playing-gambling-games/)

Gambling becomes interesting entertainment that many people cannot deny. There is great opportunity to gain great sum of

money by playing some games. Gamblers can bet on many kinds of games. Various games are available and each of them has its

own at

How Scott Dixon Let Indy 500 Win Slip Through His Fingers: 'I Just Messed Up'

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484259-how-scott-dixon-let-indy-500-win-slip-through-his-fingers-i-just-messed-up/)

Scott Dixon has a lot in common with another racing great, Mario Andretti. They’re both multi-champions, they’ve both earned

50 or more wins in their respective careers and they’re among the most beloved drivers in IndyCar history. But after Sunday’s

106th Running of the Indianapolis 500,...



How wealth inequality in the US affects health inequality in the US: 4 essentialreads

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484257-how-wealth-inequality-in-the-us-affects-health-inequality-in-the-us-4-

essentialreads/)

If a person in the US has lots of money, he or she has access to some of the best health care in the world. The story is very

different for poor people and minorities.

Rangers hope home ice sparks offense vs. Hurricanes

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484255-rangers-hope-home-ice-sparks-offense-vs-hurricanes-2/)

Through two games, the Carolina Hurricanes are getting just enough offense while their defense is hardly giving the New York

Rangers any time or space to create much of anything. By constantly bottling up a potent offense, the Hurricanes have

established control of the second-round playoff seriesand they look...

Hype Picks: Best Things To Do In Klang Valley This Week (6th June – 12th June)

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484253-hype-picks-best-things-to-do-in-klang-valley-this-week-6th-june-12th-june/)

It’s June, and you know what that means? More fun and entertaining activities to look forward to! And what better way to kick

off the month than to let Hype Picks help you decide your itinerary for this week. We’ve got a variety of events—from

spectacular marathon to joyous festivals—all for your pleasure. Let’s get […]

Long wait times in ERs drive up costs, signal health caredistress

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484251-long-wait-times-in-ers-drive-up-costs-signal-health-caredistress/)

Emergency rooms wait times are notoriously long, sometimes even for the sickest patients. A new study shows that the long

wait times are driving up health care costs.

Grayden Siepmann — 2022 NHL Draft Prospect Profile

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484249-grayden-siepmann-2022-nhl-draft-prospect-profile/)

2021-22 Team: Calgary Hitmen (WHL) NHL Central Scouting: 79th (amongst NA skaters) Grayden Siepmann played this past

season as a 17-year-old in his second year with the Calgary Hitmen since they drafted him 13th overall in the 2019 Western

Hockey League (WHL) Bantam Draft. He is a self-proclaimed offensive defenseman, and...

How to increase your chances of sticking with yourresolutions

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484247-how-to-increase-your-chances-of-sticking-with-yourresolutions/)

Behavior change is very hard. Try as we might to keep those New Year’s resolutions, many have given up by this time. Here are

some ways to keep going and stay on track, from a counseling psychologist.



Insane NBA Finals streak involving Knicks continues in 2022

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484245-insane-nba-finals-streak-involving-knicks-continues-in-2022/)

The New York Knicks’ season effectively ended on March 31 when they were eliminated from playoff contention. Still, a

staggering streak for the organization is still alive thanks to the result of the Eastern Conference finals. As one of the Basketball

Association of America’s original franchises, the Knicks...

Interview: Patrick Schwarzenegger & Dane DeHaan On The Differences Between Todd & Clayton In

“The Staircase”

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484243-interview-patrick-schwarzenegger-dane-dehaan-on-the-differences-between-

todd-clayton-in-the-staircase/)

While horror flicks may not be everyone’s cup of tea (gory scenes and jump-scares are a big no-no for us), it’s hard to deny good

true crime stories. It’s less visceral (thanks to the “based on a true story” approach), but more importantly, it forces the viewer to

look into the inherent darkness of the […]

Elder abuse increasing, without increasedawareness

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484241-elder-abuse-increasing-without-increasedawareness/)

World Elder Abuse Awareness Day is June 15; were you aware? Not many people are, yet abuse is growing. Two experts

explain the trend and offer possible solutions.



Repelling from your rooftops, chewing tree leaves; the spongy moth caterpillar and how to combat

them

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484239-repelling-from-your-rooftops-chewing-tree-leaves-the-spongy-moth-caterpillar-

and-how-to-combat-them/)

Rappelling down from the rooftops like Tom Cruise in a Mission Impossible movie, lymantria dispar, known as the spongy moth

caterpillar, are HUNGRY. This spring in our region, we're seeing the larvae by the millions, its seems, defoliating trees. The

caterpillar invasion is happening again this year, because the...

Flying with emotional support animals: The ups and downs of life incoach

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484237-flying-with-emotional-support-animals-the-ups-and-downs-of-life-incoach/)

If you’re flying during the holidays, you may encounter some emotional support animals. The practice has ticked off many

people, especially the airlines. A veterinarian looks at the issues.

First Skyline Luge Attraction In Malaysia Set To Debut In Gamuda Gardens

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484235-first-skyline-luge-attraction-in-malaysia-set-to-debut-in-gamuda-gardens/)

The pandemic has made us all dread the idea of being stuck indoors. The boredom we’ve experienced during that period of time

was unbearable and we would never want to experience it again. That being said, with the limited restrictions now, there are

bound to be more exciting and adventurous activities to explore. So, are […]
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NYT Column Praises Inflation for

Its Ability ‘To Drive Welcome

Change for The Planet’ – ‘Adjust

What We Eat to Save Both Our

Pocketbooks & Our Planet’

(https://www.trendradars.com

Why golf movies are so hard to get right, according to a Rotten Tomatoes expert

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484233-why-golf-movies-are-so-hard-to-get-right-according-to-a-rotten-tomatoes-

expert/)

Golf has been the subject of a great many movies, so it’s got that going for it. Too bad many of those movies have been less than

great. How to separate the clunkers from the gems? Rotten Tomatoes, the review aggregation website for film and television,

can be a useful...

‘Saya Tidak Pernah Ada Barang Tak Ori’- Iqbal Zulkefli Nafi Dapat Jam Tangan Rolex Tiruan

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484231-saya-tidak-pernah-ada-barang-tak-ori-iqbal-zulkefli-nafi-dapat-jam-tangan-

rolex-tiruan/)

Baru-baru ini, usahawan sensasi, Iqbal Zulkefli telah memuatnaik video dia menerima jam tangan jenama mewah. Jam tangan

mewah berjenama Rolex

Epic Eyeshadow Colours For Brown-Eyed Babes

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484229-epic-eyeshadow-colours-for-brown-eyed-babes/)

Brown eyes rule! With diverse shades, ranging from dark chocolate to hazel and specks of gold - brown eyes have

In the rush to innovate for COVID-19 drugs, sound science is stillessential

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484227-in-the-rush-to-innovate-for-covid-19-drugs-sound-science-is-stillessential/)

To battle the coronavirus, strong regulatory protection from the FDA is essential.

Stanford Basketball: Return of Harrison Ingram makes Cardinal a threat in 2022-23

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484225-stanford-basketball-return-of-harrison-ingram-makes-cardinal-a-threat-

in-2022-23/)

Former five-star prospect Harrison Ingram made a somewhat surprising decision to return to Stanford Basketball. Will they

make the Big Dance next season?. For two years in a row, Stanford Basketball landed a five-star prospect out of high school.

The first was Ziaire Williams, who ended up going No. 10 to...

Celeb Real Estate News: Reese Witherspoon, Richard Gere And More!

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484223-celeb-real-estate-news-reese-witherspoon-richard-gere-and-more/)

Here are what celebrities like Reese Witherspoon, Richard Gere and the estate of the late Betty White have been up

Biar Betul! PSY Nyanyi Lagu Gatal Janna Nick Ketika Buat ‘Streching’

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484221-biar-betul-psy-nyanyi-lagu-gatal-janna-nick-ketika-buat-streching/)

Penyanyi Korea Selatan PSY mengejutkan netizen Malaysia selepas memuat naik sebuah video di media sosial Instagramnya

pada hari Ahad (5/6/2022).

Ranking the Last Five Milwaukee Brewers Memorial Day Wins

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484219-ranking-the-last-five-milwaukee-brewers-memorial-day-wins/)

The Milwaukee Brewers have won three consecutive Memorial Day games dating back to the 2018 (there was no baseball

Memorial Day 2020) and in 2022 the Brewers will play two Memorial Day games in a double-header in Chicago. Looking at the

2021, 2019, 2018, 2012 and 2009 seasons in...

Obesity, second to smoking as the most preventable cause of US deaths, needs newapproaches

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484217-obesity-second-to-smoking-as-the-most-preventable-cause-of-us-deaths-needs-

newapproaches/)

Nearly 40% of Americans are obese, and the numbers are climbing. The U.S. needs to get serious about solutions.
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ServiceNow grows 27% despite significant global challenges

(https://www.trendradars.com/us/servicenow-grows-27-despite-significant-global-challenges/)

Astronomers See White Dwarf “switch on and off” For The First T

(https://www.trendradars.com/us/astronomers-see-white-dwarf-switch-on-and-off-for-the-first-time/

Hype Eats: Fill Up Your Tummies With These 6 Places In The Klang Valley (6th June – 12th June)

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484215-hype-eats-fill-up-your-tummies-with-these-6-places-in-the-klang-valley-6th-june-12th-june/)

As Anna Thompson once said, “We all eat, and it would be a sad waste of opportunity to eat badly.” We at Hype wholeheartedly agree with this remark, and to back it up, we’ve identified not four, not five, but SIX restaurants where you can experience only the best of the best and eat to […

Public Hols Binge-Watch: A Look At The Best Flicks & Series To Watch On Netflix

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484213-public-hols-binge-watch-a-look-at-the-best-flicks-series-to-watch-on-netflix/)

Stumped with what to do during public holiday especially those who prefer to be in house to avoid crowded places and massive traffic jams?  That’s when the writer choose to curate a list of the best and most binge-worthy series on offer right now comes in. Watching movies or series witho

your ‘Jalan-jalan […]

Is climate change causing a rise in the number of mosquito and tick-borne diseases?

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484211-is-climate-change-causing-a-rise-in-the-number-of-mosquito-and-tick-borne-diseases/)

Is our changing climate making regions of the US more suitable for ticks and mosquitoes that spread diseases? Or is the climate changing human physiology making us more vulnerable?

PU Riz Berharap Neelofa Fasih Bahasa Arab, Akui Bacaan Al-Quran Semakin Baik

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484209-pu-riz-berharap-neelofa-fasih-bahasa-arab-akui-bacaan-al-quran-semakin-baik/)

Selepas heboh dengan perkongsian usahawan dan pengacara Neelofa mahu berpindah ke Mesir, kini suaminya Ustaz Muhammad Haris Mohd Ismail atau

Yuvan 25 – Rowdy Baby Night is happening on July 17th 2022 after sellout first night show

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484207-yuvan-25-rowdy-baby-night-is-happening-on-july-17th-2022-after-sellout-first-night-show/)

After selling out Day 1 in less than 2 hours, those who missed out on the pandemonium was hoping that a Day 2 concert would be announced. After some teasing over the last couple of days, it’s now official… Yuvan himself confirmed today that he is ready to party for a second day with us

Penfolds Ventures Beyond & Offers Pop-Up Experience At Pavilion KL!

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484205-penfolds-ventures-beyond-offers-pop-up-experience-at-pavilion-kl/)

For fans of Australian wine, Penfolds likely needs no introduction. Penfolds has been at the forefront of the Australian wine

Colorado's 23-game home unbeaten streak ends with 3-1 loss

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484203-colorados-23-game-home-unbeaten-streak-ends-with-3-1-loss-2/)

COMMERCE CITY, Colo — Nashville ended the Colorado Rapids' team record 23-game home unbeaten streak, winning 3-1 Saturday night behind two goals from Hany Mukhtar. Colorado had not lost a Major League Soccer regular-season home game since a 3-1 defeat to Austin on April

home regular-season unbeaten...

Experience A Different Side Of Singapore With SingapoReimagine

(https://www.trendradars.com/latest/article-484201-experience-a-different-side-of-singapore-with-singaporeimagine/)

Singapore is in the midst of preparations for visitors return, Malaysians included, with a fresh new look. Singapore has recorded more than 540,000 visitors from around the world, 45,560 from Malaysia, between January to April this year, making Malaysia the 3rd largest source market for S

now. With the borders reopened, the numbers […]
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